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Abstract

There are few studies comparing proportion, frequency, mortality and mortality rate of antimicrobial-resistant (AMR) bacterial infections between tertiary-care hospitals (TCHs) and secondary-care hospitals (SCHs) in low and middle-income countries (LMICs) to inform infection control strategies. We evaluated bloodstream infections (BSIs) from 2012 to 2015 in 15 TCHs and 34 SCHs in Thailand. There were differences in the proportions (%) of BSI caused by AMR strains for some pathogens between TCHs and SCHs. Of 19,110 patients with AMR BSI, 6,491 (34.0%) died. Among patients with AMR BSI, there were no or minimal differences in mortality proportion for all AMR pathogens between TCHs and SCHs. However, the frequency and mortality rates of AMR BSI were considerably higher in TCHs for most pathogens. For example, the mortality rate of hospital-origin carbapenem-resistant \textit{Acinetobacter baumannii} BSI in TCHs was two and a half times higher than that in SCHs (8.4 vs. 3.6 per 100,000 patient-days at risk, mortality rate ratio 2.51; 95% confidence interval 1.44 to 4.37, p=0.0012). Targets of and resources for antimicrobial stewardship and infection control programs in LMICs may need to be tailored based on hospital type and size, as burden of AMR infections could differ by hospital setting.
Introduction

Understanding and monitoring the burden of antimicrobial resistant (AMR) bacterial infection is important to design strategies for infection prevention and control. A recent modelling study estimated that there are 1.27 million deaths attributable to AMR infections comparing to non-AMR infections in 2019 globally. The study also highlighted the limited availability of data in LMICs, where most of the currently available data were from university hospitals and tertiary-care hospitals (TCH).

Multiple parameters are required for monitoring and evaluating the AMR burden in hospital settings. The proportions (%) of patients with growth of AMR strains of bacterial species (over total number of patients with growth of bacterial species) are commonly used to represent AMR burden. However, proportions of patients with resistant infection alone cannot reflect the burden of AMR in absolute terms. For example, 10 over 20 and 50 over 100 are both 50%, but ten patients with AMR infections is a much lower burden than 50 patients with AMR infections. The frequencies of patients with AMR infections within a population during a reporting period (i.e. AMR frequencies) are other important parameters. The AMR frequencies are also commonly used to monitor, evaluate and compare the AMR burden between hospitals or sentinel sites.

AMR proportions and AMR frequencies are reported to be different by type and size of hospitals in some settings in high-income countries (HICs). In Spain, Oteo et al. reported that the proportion of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) is higher in hospitals with >500 beds than in those with <500 beds. In Germany, Said et al. reported that the proportion of carbapenem-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii (CRAB) is higher in TCH and secondary-care hospitals (SCH) compared to outpatient clinics. In the U.S., Gandra et al. reported that the proportion of AMR infections is not different between TCH and small community hospitals. The point prevalence survey of healthcare-associated infections (HAI)
in European acute care hospitals shows that HAI prevalence is highest in hospitals with ≥650 beds and lowest in those with <200 beds, suggesting that frequency of HAI (per patients who were admitted to the hospital) is associated with hospital size.

We recently developed the AutoMated tool for Antimicrobial resistance Surveillance System (AMASS), an offline application to generate standardized AMR surveillance reports from routinely available microbiology and hospital data files, and independently tested the application in seven hospitals in seven countries. The automatically generated reports stratify infections into community-origin and hospital-origin based on the recommendations of World Health Organization Global Antimicrobial Resistance and Use Surveillance System (WHO GLASS), and provide additional metrics on mortality involving AMR and non-AMR bloodstream infections (BSI). Collaborating with Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) Thailand, we previously obtained and analysed microbiology and hospital admission data files of 60 hospitals from 2012 to 2015 in Thailand, and reported the burden of melioidosis, an infectious disease caused by *Burkholderia pseudomallei*, in Thailand.

The aim of this study was to examine the burden of AMR BSI in TCHs and compare that with SCHs using AMASS on the microbiology and hospital admission data from 2012 and 2015 in Thailand.

**METHODS**

**Study setting**

In 2012, Thailand had a population of 64.4 million, consisted of 77 provinces, and covered 513,120 km². The country is divided into six primary administrative geographical regions (provinces), comprising Northeast, North, East, West, South, and Central. In each province, there is at least one SCH or TCH, equipped with a microbiology laboratory capable of performing bacterial culture using standard methodologies for bacterial identification and
susceptibility testing provided by the Bureau of Laboratory Quality and Standards, MoPH, Thailand.  

**Study design**

We conducted a retrospective, multicentre surveillance study of all SCH and TCH hospitals in Thailand. From the hospitals that agreed to participate, data were collected from microbiology and hospital admission data files between January 2012 and December 2015 as previously described. Each data set was analysed using the AMASS v2.0, and patient hospital number (HN) was used as a record linkage between the two data files of each hospital. The AMASS analysed the data and generated reports based on the recommendation of WHO GLASS. A deduplication process was automatically conducted in which only the first isolate of a species per patient per specimen type per survey period was included in the report. The AMASS v2.0 included an additional report on notifiable bacterial diseases (Annex A) and blood culture contamination rate (Annex B) (Supplementary file 1). The statistics in the AMR surveillance reports (in PDF and CSV format) were then extracted for analysis.

For AMR infections, we analysed the following organisms: CRAB and carbapenem-resistant _Pseudomonas aeruginosa_ (CRPA), third-generation cephalosporin-resistant _Escherichia coli_ (3GCREC) and _Klebsiella pneumoniae_ (3GCRKP), carbapenem-resistant _E. coli_ (CREC), carbapenem-resistant _K. pneumoniae_ (CRKP) and MRSA which are in the WHO GLASS list of priority AMR bacteria and are of locally importance. Only blood culture isolates were included in the analysis.

**Definitions**

AMR BSI is defined as a case of infection in patients with blood culture positive for CRAB, CRPA, 3GCREC, 3GCRKP, CREC, CRKP or MRSA. Non-AMR BSI is defined as
cases of infection in patients who had blood culture positive for carbapenem-susceptible *A. baumannii* (CSACI), carbapenem-susceptible *P. aeruginosa* (CSPA), third-generation cephalosporin-susceptible *E. coli* (3GCSEC) or *K. pneumoniae* (3GCSKP), or methicillin-susceptible *S. aureus* (MSSA).

Community-origin BSI was defined for patients with first positive blood specimens in the hospital taken within the first two calendar days of admission with calendar day one equal to the day of admission. Patients with first positive blood specimens taken after the first two calendar days were categorized as cases of hospital-origin BSI.

The proportion of AMR (%) was calculated as the percentage of patients with new AMR BSI over all patients with new BSIs for each pathogen of interest during the reporting period. The frequency of AMR BSI for each pathogen of interest was calculated as the total number of new patients with AMR BSI during the reporting period per 100,000 admissions (for community-origin BSI), per 100,000 patient-days at risk (for hospital-origin BSI), and per 100,000 tested population (for community-origin and hospital-origin BSI). In-hospital mortality (%) of AMR BSI for each pathogen of interest was calculated as the percentage of patients with new AMR BSI who died in the hospitals. Mortality rates for AMR BSI for each pathogen of interest were calculated as the total number of patients with new AMR BSI who died in the hospitals during the admission with AMR BSI per 100,000 admissions (for community-origin BSI) and per 100,000 patient-days at risk (for hospital-origin BSI).

In the AMASS 2.0, blood culture contamination is defined as isolation of one or more common commensal organisms; including *Arcanobacterium* spp., *Arthrobacter* spp., *Bacillus* spp. (except *B. anthracis*), *Brevibacillus* spp., *Brevibacterium* spp., *Cellulomonas* spp., *Cellulosimicrobium* spp., *Corynebacterium* spp. (except *C. diphtheriae*, *C. jeikeium*, *C. pseudotuberculosis*, *C. striatum*, *C. ulcerans*, and *C. urealyticum*), *Cutibacterium* spp., *Dermabacter* spp., *Dermacoccus* spp., *Diphtheroids* spp., *Exiguobacterium* spp., *Geobacillus* spp. (except *B. anthracis*), *Brevibacillus* spp., *Brevibacterium* spp., *Cellulomonas* spp., *Cellulosimicrobium* spp., *Corynebacterium* spp. (except *C. diphtheriae*, *C. jeikeium*, *C. pseudotuberculosis*, *C. striatum*, *C. ulcerans*, and *C. urealyticum*), *Cutibacterium* spp., *Dermabacter* spp., *Dermacoccus* spp., *Diphtheroids* spp., *Exiguobacterium* spp., *Geobacillus*

**Statistical analysis**

We compared AMR proportions using Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test when small samples (<5 observations in any one strata) and measurements from continuous variables using the Krustal-Wallis test. We also estimated the magnitude of differences in proportions and frequency of AMR BSI between SCHs and TCHs using mixed-effect logistic and Poisson regression models for patients nested within hospitals, respectively. We used STATA (version 17.0; College Station, Texas) for the final statistical analyses and R version 4.0.5 for figures.

**Data availability**

The anonymous AMR surveillance reports generated from each hospital are open-access and available at https://figshare.com/s/c028f157c18a3cc06a82.

**Ethical Considerations**

Ethical permission for this study was obtained from the Institute for the Development of Human Research Protection, Ministry of Public Health (IHRP 2334/2556), the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Tropical Medicine, Mahidol University (MUTM 2014-017-01), and the Oxford Tropical Research Ethics Committee, University of Oxford (OXTREC 521-13). Written approval was given by the directors of the hospitals to use their routine hospital
admission database for research. Individual consent was not sought from the patients as this was a retrospective study, and the Ethical and Scientific Review Committees approved the process.

RESULTS

Baseline demographics

Of the 96 Thai hospitals approached (28 TCHs and 68 SCHs in 2012, 95 (99%) agreed to participate in the study. Twenty-five hospitals (26%) were excluded because either the microbiology or hospital admission database was not available. Next, twenty-one hospitals were excluded because the antimicrobial susceptibility tests results were not available. Forty-nine hospitals were included in the analysis. A total of 35 hospitals (71%) had four years (from 2012 to 2015) of data available for analysis, four hospitals (8%) had three years, four hospitals (8%) had two years, and six hospitals (12%) had one year of data for analysis (Supplementary file 2).

Of 49 hospitals included in this study, 15 (31%) and 34 (69%) were TCHs and SCHs respectively (Figure 1). The median bed number was 672 (range 522-1,000) in TCHs and 335 (range 150-549) in SCHs (p=0.0001). The median number of hospital admissions per year was 48,836 (range 30,409-98,428) in TCHs and 25,827 (range 7,221-62201) in SCHs (p=0.0001). The total number of admissions was 3,134,815 in TCHs and 2,867,762 in SCHs. The blood culture utilization rate was slightly higher in TCHs compared to SCHs (median blood culture utilization rate 69 vs. 60 per 1,000 patient-days, p=0.12). The blood culture contamination rate was not different between TCHs and SCHs (median blood culture contamination rates were 4.1% and 3.6%, respectively, p=0.94). The in-hospital mortality among all patients admitted to TCHs was higher than those to SCHs (median in-hospital mortality 3.7% vs. 2.9%, respectively, p=0.05).
Proportion of AMR BSI

For community-origin BSI, there were differences in the proportions (%) of BSI being caused by AMR strains for some pathogens between TCHs and SCHs. The proportions of CRAB (36.9% vs. 25.0%, p=0.059), 3GCREC (37.7% vs. 31.2%, p=0.020) and 3GCRKP (24.4% vs. 19.2%, p=0.053) were higher in TCHs than those in SCHs (Figure 2A and Supplementary File 3). The proportions of CRPA (18.4% vs. 17.1%), CREC (0.9% vs. 1.6%) and CRKP (2.3% vs. 2.7%) and MRSA (11.7% vs. 11.2%) were not different between TCHs and SCHs (all p>0.20).

For hospital-origin BSI, the proportions of AMR BSI for all pathogens, including CRAB (75.0% vs. 68.3%), CRPA (36.7% vs. 36.7%), 3GCREC (53.9% vs. 53.4%), 3GCRKP (63.7% vs. 57.3%), CREC (3.0% vs. 3.2%), CRKP (9.2% vs. 8.6%) and MRSA (37.4% vs. 28.0%), were not different between TCHs and SCHs (all p>0.10; Figure 3A and Supplementary File 3).

Frequency of AMR BSI

We next calculated the frequency of AMR BSI in SCHs and TCHs. For community-origin BSI, of all pathogens under evaluation, 3GCREC had the single highest frequency of AMR BSI per 100,000 admissions in both TCHs and SCHs (Figure 2B and Supplementary file 4). The frequencies per 100,000 admissions of community-origin BSI caused by CRAB (11.8 vs. 4.8, p=0.0003), CRPA (7.1 vs. 4.9, p=0.062), 3GCREC (142.3 vs. 108.4, p=0.070) and 3GCRKP (30.5 vs. 18.8, p=0.0017) in TCHs were relatively higher than those in SCHs. The frequencies of CREC (2.9 vs. 4.7), CRKP (2.4 vs 2.2) and MRSA (14.0 vs. 10.1) were not different between TCHs and SCHs (all p>0.10).
Overall, the number of patient-days at risk of hospital-origin BSI included in the analysis was 12,341,585 in TCHs and 9,988,198 in SCHs. For hospital-origin BSIs, of all pathogens under evaluation, CRAB, 3GCRE and 3GCRKP were the top three organisms with the highest frequency in both TCHs and SCHs (figure 3B and Supplementary file 5). Strikingly, the frequency of hospital-origin BSI per 100,000 patient-days at risk in TCHs was about twice that in SCHs for most of the pathogens under evaluation, including CRAB (14.7 vs. 7.0, incidence rate ratio [IRR] 2.46; 95%CI 1.42-4.24, p=0.0013), CRPA (3.8 vs. 2.0, IRR 2.14; 95%CI 1.22-3.74, p=0.0073), 3GCREC (12.1 vs. 7.0, IRR 1.79; 95%CI 1.29-2.50, p=0.0005), 3GCRKP (12.2 vs. 5.4, IRR 2.22; 95%CI 1.57-3.17, p<0.0001), CRKP (1.6 vs. 0.7, IRR 2.10; 95%CI 1.01-4.35, p=0.045) and MRSA (5.1 vs. 2.5, IRR 1.88; 95%CI 1.17-3.01, p=0.0091), except CREC (0.5 vs. 0.4, p=0.39).

Just under half of the hospitals included in this study could only provide data on blood cultures positive for. The frequencies of AMR BSI per 100,000 tested patients were calculated for 7 (47%) TCHs and 23 (68%) SCHs, which could provide results for blood cultures without growth (Supplementary File 6). Similar findings of difference between TCHs and SCHs were also observed, but wider 95%CI and larger p values were observed.

**Mortality (%) of patients with AMR BSI**

Of 19,110 patients with AMR BSI caused by pathogens under evaluation, 6,491 (34.0%) died. For both community-origin and hospital-origin BSIs, of all pathogens under evaluation, mortality of patients with AMR BSI caused by CRAB was higher than AMR BSI caused by other pathogens (Figure 2C and 3C, and Supplementary File 7). For both community-origin BSI and hospital-origin BSI, there were no or minimal differences in the mortality (%) of patients with AMR BSI caused by all pathogens between TCHs and SCHs (all p>0.20).
Mortality rate for AMR BSI

We next calculated mortality rate for AMR BSI in SCHs and TCHs. For community-origin BSI, of all pathogens under evaluation, 3GCREC had the single highest mortality rate of AMR BSI per 100,000 admissions in both TCHs and SCHs (Figure 2D and Supplementary file 8). The mortality rate per 100,000 admissions of community-origin BSI caused by CRAB, 3GCREC and 3GCRKP in TCHs was relatively higher than in SCHs (5.8 vs. 2.3; mortality rate ratio [MRR] 2.68, 95%CI: 1.41-5.13, p=0.0028, 33.4 vs. 23.7; MRR 1.40, 95%CI 0.97-2.01, p=0.069 and 8.8 vs. 4.9; MRR 1.79, 95%CI 1.28-2.52, p=0.0008, respectively). The mortality rate per 100,000 admissions of community-origin BSI being caused by CRPA, CREC, CRKP and MRSA was not significantly different between TCHs and SCHs (all p>0.10).

For hospital-origin BSI, of all pathogens under evaluation, CRAB had the single highest mortality rate per 100,000 patient-days at risk in both TCHs and SCHs (Figure 3D and Supplementary file 9). Strikingly, the mortality rate per 100,000 patient-days at risk of hospital-origin BSI caused by most of pathogens under evaluation was also about two times those in SCHs; including CRAB (8.4.0 vs. 3.6; MRR 2.51, 95%CI 1.44-4.37, p=0.0012), CRPA (1.6 vs. 2.16, p=0.020), 3GCREC (4.0 vs. 2.4, p=0.0091), 3GCRKP (4.0 vs. 1.8, p=0.0001), CRKP (0.8 vs. 0.3, p=0.42) and MRSA (2.3 vs. 1.1, p=0.023), though not for CREC (0.2 vs. 0.2, p=0.56).

Notifiable bacterial diseases

Utilizing microbiology data and hospital admission data, we also calculated total number and in-hospital mortality of patients with culture-confirmed notifiable bacterial diseases indicated in the National Notifiable Disease Surveillance system (Report 506) of Thailand, in the 49 hospitals from 2012 to 2015 (Supplementary File 10). The disease with the highest total number of cases was non-typhoidal Salmonella (NTS) infection (n=11,264
patients), followed by melioidosis (an infection caused by *Burkholderia pseudomallei*; n=6,164 patients) and *Vibrio* spp. infections (n=2,143 patients). The disease with the highest total number of in-hospital deaths was melioidosis (n=1,524 patients), followed by NTS infection (n=1,005 deaths), *Vibrio* spp. infection (n=172 deaths), *Streptococcus suis* infection (n=85 deaths), *Corynebacterium diphtheriae* infection (n=9 deaths), *Shigella* spp. infection (n=7 deaths), *Salmonella enterica* serovar Paratyphi infection (n=4 deaths), *S. enterica* serovar Typhi infection (n=3 deaths), and *Neisseria meningitidis* infection (n=3 deaths). None of 60 and 4 patients with culture-confirmed *N. gonorrhoeae* infection and *Brucella* spp. infection died in the hospital.

**DISCUSSION**

This study compared proportions, frequencies, mortality and mortality rate of AMR BSI between TCHs and SCHs in a LMIC. We show that the frequency and mortality rates of AMR BSI were considerably higher in TCHs than those in SCHs. The results support the needs to design antimicrobial stewardship (AMS) and infection prevention and control (IPC) in LMICs base on hospital size and type.

Our study highlights the capability of hospitals and national authorities in LMICs to estimate frequencies as a crucial parameter to monitor the effectiveness of AMR interventions. For example, effectiveness of a nationwide intervention in Israel is shown by the reduction in frequency of nosocomial carbapenem-resistant *Enterobacteriaceae* infections from 55.5 to 11.7 cases per 100,000 patient-days. An 80% reduction in MRSA BSI in England (defined as reported cases per 100,000 population per year and as reported cases per 100,000 bed-days) after a major public health infection prevention campaign also demonstrates the potential impact of coordinated interventions.
The higher proportion (%) and frequencies of community-origin AMR BSI for CRAB, 3GCREC and 3GCRKP in TCHs compared to those in SCHs could be due to higher proportion of healthcare-associated infections in TCHs. It is likely that TCHs have a higher proportion of patients who are transferred from other hospitals (including from SCHs), who are receiving health care at end-stage renal facilities or long-term care facilities, and who are recently discharged from the hospitals. Routine hospital admission data used in our study could not identify those conditions; therefore, those patients with BSI were categorized as community-origin BSIs in our reports. These findings suggest that TCHs may need to strengthen AMS and IPC, particularly on new inpatients who are at high risk of healthcare-associated infections.

No or minimal difference in proportion (%) of hospital-origin AMR BSI between TCHs and SCHs could be because the AMR prevalence in a country is likely driven by the contagion of AMR organisms within and between hospitals.\textsuperscript{26} Although it is possible that higher use of antibiotics in TCHs may drive the emergence of AMR organisms (e.g. emergence of CREC and CRKP) and lead to the higher proportion of AMR BSI compared to those in SCHs,\textsuperscript{27} that was not observed in our setting during the study period.

The strikingly higher frequencies of hospital-origin AMR BSI in TCHs than those in SCHs are likely caused by higher proportion of patients who had severe conditions or compromised immune systems, or required complex surgery, prolonged intubation or urinary catheters.\textsuperscript{11,14} The proportion of ICU beds in TCHs is also higher. Those conditions are likely driving both AMR and non-AMR hospital-acquired infections in our setting as shown by no or minimal difference in proportion of hospital-origin AMR BSI between TCHs and SCHs.

No or minimal difference in mortality (%) of AMR BSI between TCHs and SCHs means that once a patient has AMR BSI, the patient has a comparable chance of death. This could be because care and antibiotics to be used against AMR BSI are not different between TCHs and SCHs in Thailand.
The higher mortality rate of hospital-origin AMR BSI in TCHs than those in SCHs is, therefore, caused by higher frequencies of AMR BSI. These findings suggest that healthcare workers in TCHs will need to strengthen AMS and IPC, particularly among those at high risk of hospital-acquired infections (HAI), more than those in SCHs. This is also because patients in TCHs are likely to be more complex than those in SCHs, and, as such, are at higher risk of HAI than those in SCHs.

For hospital-origin AMR BSI in SCHs, although CRAB, 3GCREC and 3GCRKP are the top three organisms with the highest frequencies, CRAB has the highest mortality rate due to the higher mortality (%) of patients with CRAB BSI compared to those with 3GCREC BSI and 3GCRKP BSI.

Our findings of high frequencies and deaths of nontyphoidal *Salmonella* disease, melioidosis, *S. suis* infection, and *Vibrio* spp. infection are consistent with previous findings. Our study demonstrates that national statistics on multiple national notifiable bacterial diseases in LMICs could be improved by integrating information from readily available databases.

The strength of this study is that routine data used to compare AMR burdens between different hospital settings are from multiple sites in Thailand. Moreover, we have shown that the use of an automated surveillance system can readily generate useful statistics to understand AMR within a hospital and between hospitals in a country, and this empowers collaborative work and analyses across different settings both nationally and globally. The collaborative effort is essential to inform global burdens of AMR, which in turn are important statistics to support public health strategies to control spread of AMR and set priorities in resource allocation locally.

Our study has some limitations. Firstly, the findings from the study may not be generalisable to all LMICs. The differences in proportions, frequencies, mortality and mortality
rates of AMR BSI in SCHs and TCHs are confounded by many factors such as difference in true susceptibility profiles of pathogenic organisms in the settings, patient characteristics, diagnostic stewardship (particularly blood culture utilization\textsuperscript{35,36}) and patient management (including AMS and IPC). Secondly, the sample size of SCHs and TCHs included in this study is small, and this may have limited the power to detect differences for organisms that are less predominate such as CRKP in the study setting. Thirdly, in this study we only included patients who were hospitalised and in-hospital mortality. Patients who had blood cultures taken either at community hospitals or the study hospitals but not hospitalised at the study hospitals were not included in the analysis. Fourthly, the mortality and mortality rate associated with AMR BSI reported could be underestimated because some people, in the study area, preferred to die at home and were discharged against advice.

In conclusion, the burden of AMR infections in TCHs is higher than that in SCHs in Thailand. This is likely occurring in other LMICs. Our results support the importance of tailoring infection control strategies based on hospital size and type.
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Figure 1. Baseline demographics of 15 tertiary-care hospitals and 34 secondary-care hospitals in Thailand

Footnote of Figure 1. Each black dot represents the value reported by each hospital. Comparison was made using the Kruskal-Wallis test. The unit of analyses was a hospital. Blood culture (BC) utilization rate (per 1,000 bed-days) and BC contamination rate (%) were estimated from 7 TCHs and 23 SCHs of which the microbiology data obtained included the culture results of “no growth”. 
Figure 2. Proportion (%), frequency (number of patients per 100,000 admissions), mortality (%) and mortality rate (number of deaths per 100,000 admissions) of community-origin AMR BSI in 15 tertiary-care hospitals and 34 secondary-care hospitals in Thailand.

Footnote of Figure 2. Each black dot represents the value reported by each hospital. The sizes of the black dots are based on the total number of patients with blood culture positive for the bacterial species (row 1) and the total number of patients with blood culture positive for the AMR pathogens (row 2-4).
Figure 3. Proportion (%), frequency (number of patients per 100,000 patient-days at risk), mortality (%) and mortality rate (number of deaths per 100,000 patient-days at risk) of hospital-origin AMR BSI in 15 tertiary-care hospitals and 34 secondary-care hospitals and in Thailand.

Footnote of Figure 3. Each black dot represents the value reported by each hospital. The sizes of the black dots are based on the total number of patients with blood culture positive for the bacterial species (row 1) and the total number of patients with blood culture positive for the AMR pathogens (row 2-4).